THE FOLDAWAY BED

KEY FEATURES
Tough heavy duty design built
to last
Counter-balance springs enclosed
within patented adjustable
mechanism unit
Weightless, safe lifting action
Beech slatted lying surface
Can be stored with bedding &
available to use with minimal effort
Contemporary European design

The Foldaway integrated wall bed system implements a European
design to be fitted into a purpose built cabinet to create a stunning
‘Hideaway effect’. In less than 20 seconds the bed can be pulled
out and ready to use. We provide interlocking straps which allows
the bed to be stored with the bedding already made up, making the
whole experience effortless.
The Foldaway bed is designed to have a single, full-height door
attached to the base of the bed. The Foldaway bed has an adjustable
sprung mechanism which gives a safe, light and easy lifting action.
The leg sits inside the bed when folded away, but when in use the
leg is manually folded over the foot-end of the bed and sits on the
underside to support the bed when in the down position.
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@hideawaybeds
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The patented, enclosed counter-sprung mechanism supports the
weight of the bed and mattress. When folded away the bed and
cabinet typically sit only 53cm from the wall, allowing for maximum
use of the surrounding area. A key feature of the bed is the sprung
slatted mattress base that ensures enhanced spinal support and
comfort.

Email: info@hideaway.co.uk
www.hideaway.co.uk
Unit 1, Bluewater Estate, Bell Close
Plympton, Plymouth, Devon PL7 4JH

Limited 5 YEAR warranty on manufacturer defects. Misuse, abuse, or
damage by misapplication are not covered. Please note: wall bed frames
and mechanisms are illustrated with cabinets and doors (purchased
separately) for demonstration purposes only.

FOLDAWAY BED SPECIFICATIONS

The Foldaway Bed

3’
(90 X 190CM)
SINGLE

4’6”
(140 X 190CM)
DOUBLE

A = 205cm

A = 205cm

B = 100cm

B = 150cm

C = 53cm

C = 53cm

D = 228cm

D = 228cm

Compatible Mattresses
Most mattresses are compatible with the Foldaway Bed as the sprung counter-balance mechanism can be adjusted
to compensate for different mattress weights.
Orthosoft Mattress

Y

Y

Memory Duetto Mattress

Y

Y

Waterlattex Mattress

Y

Y

Technical changes accepted, all dimensions are approximate values. Small deviations, either constructive or technical might
occur. Hideaway Beds Ltd, make no warranties, express, implied or statutory as to the information in this document. O&OE.

